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Abstract
In a recent work arXiv:2108.08835, Kong, Wen and Zheng use Ising chain and Kitaev chain to
show that the macroscopic observables in a 1d (space dimension) gapped quantum phase form an
enriched fusion category. In this work, we further construct a 1d lattice model with abelian onsite
symmetry G and generalize their results to the phases realized by this model. By carefully analyzing
the observables on both the trivial SPT and symmetry breaking cases, we explicitly show that the
spacetime observables of these 1d phases form fusion categories enriched in their monoidal centers.
These categorical descriptions also reproduce an existing classification result and shed light on a
unified definition of all quantum phases.
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1 Introduction
Understanding ”what is a phase?” is a central question in condensed matter physics. In the common
sense, the notion of a phase should be a macroscopic notion. This indicates that a phase should have a
mathematical description which can be obtained by collecting all observables in the long wave length
limit (LWLL) in the physical system. However, for a long period of time, the pursuing of this structure
has been put aside, especially for phases within Landau’s paradigm like the symmetry breaking phases.
Recently, a unified categorical description is proposed for all gapped/gapless quantum liquid phases. It
states that a quantum phase X can be described by a pair (Xlqs , Xsk ), where Xlqs encodes the information
of the so-called local quantum symmetry and Xsk is the topological skeleton [KZ20a, KZ22b] consisting of
all topological defects. Mathematically, a topological skeleton is an enriched (higher) category and can
be viewed as a categorical description of a quantum phase. In [KWZ22], the validity of this proposal
has been checked in the 1+1D Ising chain and Kitaev chain, which are the first concrete examples in the
lattice models to show the spacetime observables indeed form an enriched category. In this work, we
further give the categorical descriptions along with the classification of 1-dimensional bosonic gapped
quantum phases with a finite abelian onsite symmetry G.
So what are the macroscopic observables in a quantum phase and why do they form an enriched
category? For a 1d lattice model, there are two kinds of observables in LWLL: topological sectors of
operators and topological sectors of states [KWZ22].
1. The topological sectors of operators are the spaces of non-local unconfined (tensionless under
all admitted perturbations) operators that are invariant under the action of local operators.
A morphism between two topological sectors of operators is an operator between them that
intertwines the action of local operators. Then the topological sectors of operators form a category,
denoted by B.Moreover, these operators can be composed and braided in 1 + 1D spacetime. In
consequence, B is expected to be a braided fusion category. In particular, the sector consisting
of local operators is the tensor unit of B, denoted by 1B . This braided fusion category B is also
called the categorical symmetry [JW20].1
2. The topological sectors of states are the topological defect lines (also known as topological
excitations) in 1+1D, which are the subspaces of the total Hilbert space that are invariant under
the action of local operators. The sector generated by the vacuum state (i.e., the ground state) is
called the vacuum sector or the trivial sector. The topological defect lines can be mapped to each
other or fused together (see figure 3), which indicates that the topological sectors of states form
a fusion category denoted by S.
Certainly the topological sectors of operators act on those of states. Under categorical notations, the
space of non-local operators which maps a topological sector of states a to another one b is denoted
by Hom(a, b), which should be an object in the category B of topological sectors of operators. Then
the topological sectors of states and the hom spaces between them should form a B-enriched category
1 Different

authors may use the terminology ‘categorical symmetry’ in different ways.
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(for a detailed explanation, see appendix C). Furthermore, the fusion behavior of non-local operators
should be compatible with the fusion of topological sectors of states. This fusion compatibility can be
summarized mathematically by the condition that S is equipped with a braided functor φ : B → Z1 (S),
where Z1 (S) is the Drinfeld center (also called monoidal center) of S. The functor φ provides a socalled canonical construction of a B-enriched fusion category BS [MP17, KYZZ21],2 which is just the
topological skeleton of the given phase. In addition, since the 1d phases on a 1d lattice model are
anomaly-free, all excitations can be created from the ground state by non-local operators, and these
excitations should be detectable by the double braiding of the non-local operators that create them
from the vacuum [KWZ22]. That is to say φ is an equivalence φ : B ≃ Z1 (S).
Moreover, a topological skeleton can be associated to different phases depending on what local
quantum symmetry we assign. A recent understanding indicates that an onsite symmetry should be a
special case of local quantum symmetries [KZ20a, KZ22b]. If we do not impose any symmetry on the
lattice model, then all non-local operators will be confined by introducing small perturbations, which
means B = Vec (contains only vacuum sector). Since the system is anomaly-free, then S is also Vec and
B
S = VecVec is the topological skeleton of the trivial 1d topological order. But once we impose an onsite
symmetry, then arbitrary perturbations are not allowed, and what remains are only the perturbations
that respect the symmetry. Therefore, a non-local operator is unconfined as long as it commutes with
symmetric local operators. So in the presence of an onsite symmetry, we only consider the sectoes that
are invariant under the action of symmetric local operators.
For a 1d symmetry protected topological (SPT) order with a finite onsite symmetry G, the topological sectors of states are symmetry charges, and they form a fusion category S = Rep(G) in the bosonic
case [LKW16, LKW17]. Therefore, the topological skeleton of a 1d SPT order with onsite symmetry G
should be given by the enriched fusion category Z1 (S)S for S = Rep(G) obtained from a braided equivalence φ : Z1 (Rep(G)) → Z1 (S). This braided equivalence determines how S is enriched in Z1 (Rep(G)).
Similarly, for the symmetry completely broken case (with G breaks to the trivial group {e}, where e is
the unit element of G), the topological excitations form a fusion category S = VecG , and the topological
skeleton is given by Z1 (VecG )VecG . Since Z1 (VecG ) and Z1 (Rep(G)) are braided equivalent, we also write
the topological skeleton as Z1 (Rep(G))VecG .
In fact, for 1d gapped quantum phases with a finite onsite symmetry G, the underlying categories
S of all symmetry breaking phases are Morita equivalent (note that the trivial SPT order can also be
viewed as a ‘symmetry breaking phase’ with G breaking to itself). Indeed, the underlying category
S of the symmetry breaking phase with G breaking to a subgroup H ⊆ G can be explicitly written
as the category Rep(G)FH |FH ≔ BModFH |FH (Rep(G)) of (FH , FH )-bimodules in Rep(G), where FH denotes
the function algebra Fun(G/H) ∈ Rep(G). The Drinfeld centers of all S’s are equivalent as braided
fusion categories [Mü03, ENO11, KZ18b], namely, Z1 (S) ≃ Z1 (Rep(G)) for all S. Thus, we propose the
following physical theorem to be checked in concrete lattice models:
Theoremph 1.1. A 1d bosonic gapped phase with an onsite symmetry G can be described by the
enriched fusion category Z1 (Rep(G))Rep(G)FH |FH if the symmetry spontaneously breaks to a subgroup
H ⊆ G.
Remark 1.2. Strictly speaking, the 1d bosonic gapped quantum phases with an onsite G-symmetry
are actually classified by a triple (G, H, ω) where H ⊆ G is a subgroup and [ω] ∈ H2 (H, U(1)) is a 2cohomology class [CGW11, SPGC11]. The topological skeleton of such a ‘twisted’ symmetry breaking
phase is given by Z1 (Rep(G))FunRep(G) (Rep(H, ω), Rep(H, ω))rev . In this work we only consider ‘untwisted’
symmetry breaking phases, in which the 2-cohomology classes [ω] are trivial. More general cases will
be clarified in future work.
♦
Another way to understand the relation between two categories B and S is given by the anyon
condensation theory (see [Kon14] for a review of its mathematical theory) and the so-called topological
Wick rotation [KZ20b].
2 Indeed, the canonical construction requires a braided functor B → Z (S) where B is the time-reversal of B obtained by
1
reversing the braiding. In this work we only consider the case that B = Z1 (Rep(G)) for some finite group G and thus B ≃ B. So
for simplicity we just take a braided functor φ : B → Z1 (S) and consider its “canonical construction”.
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Let us briefly review the anyon condensation theory. Suppose a 2d topological order (whose topological excitations form a unitary modular tensor category C) is obtained from another 2d topological
order (whose topological excitations form a unitary modular tensor category B) via a 2d condensation,
and a 1d gapped domain wall with the wall excitations form a unitary fusion category S is produced
as a result of this condensation process. Then the vacuum 1C of C-phase is naturally a condensable
algebra A in B (see appendix A.2 for the definition of a condensable algebra). Moreover, C consists
of all deconfined anyons and can be identified with the category B0A of local right A-modules in B.
On the 1d domain wall, the excitations include all confined and deconfined anyons and thus S can be
identified with the category BA of all right A-modules in B. The bulk-to-wall map from B-side is given
by
L = − ⊗ A : B → BA = S, defined by a 7→ a ⊗ A,
∀a ∈ B,
(1.1)
forget

and L is a central functor, which means it factors through B → Z1 (S) −−−−→ S. The condensable algebra
A can also be recovered as LR (1S ), where 1S is the vacuum sector in S and LR is the right adjoint of L.
We also have Z1 (S) ≃ B ⊠ C [DMNO13], where C denotes the time-reversal of C.
We mainly focus on the special case that C ≃ Vec is trivial. In this case the corresponding condensable
algebra A is called Lagrangian. Also the domain wall S is indeed a boundary of B-phase and we obtain
the boundary-bulk relation B ≃ Z1 (S). Hence the gapped boundaries of B-phase one-to-one correspond
to the Lagrangian algebras in B.
The same condensation process also happens in spacetime, which is related to a mysterious process
called topological Wick rotation. Figure 1 is an intuitive depiction of topological Wick rotation. Given
two gapped phases B and C with a gapped domain wall S between them, we can ‘fold’ half of the
plane to the time direction, which should be viewed as a fictional phase in the spacetime dimension.
The ‘boundary’ of C after rotation is described by an enriched category BS.

t
B = Z(S)

C = Vec

topological wick rotation

L(a)

a

B = Z1 (S)
a
S C = Vec
L(a)

S = BA

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) depicts the anyon condensation process from B to Vec. After the topological Wick rotation,
we get (b), an anomaly-free 1+1D phase described by BS ≃ Z1 (S)S. From the definition of the right adjoint
functor, i.e., HomS (L(a), 1S ) = HomB (a, LR (1S )), we get HomS (a ⊙ 1S , 1S ) = HomB (a, [1S , 1S ]B ). Thus
the Lagrangian algebra LR (1S ) can be written as the internal hom [1S , 1S ]B .

In the case that C ≃ Vec is trivial, we can ‘rotate’ the 2d bulk B ≃ Z1 (S) of S to the time direction
to get an anomaly-free 1d phase. After then, the pair (Z1 (S), S) represents an enriched fusion category
Z1 (S)
S, which is just the topological skeleton of the obtained anomaly-free 1d phase. The bulk excitations
in Z1 (S) before the rotation are replaced by the topological sectors of operators in the 1+1D spacetime
after the rotation, and a topological excitation in S becomes a defect line on the worldsheet. By anyon
condensation theory, the Lagrangian algebra A ≔ HomBS (1S , 1S ) ∈ Z1 (S) is condensed on the the
vacuum sector of states 1S , and S can be recovered as the module category Z1 (S)A (see figure 1(b)). That
is to say, we can actually condense the topological sector of operators to those of the states, the sector
of operators and the corresponding states also satisfy the ‘boundary-bulk relation’ B ≃ Z1 (S).
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Remark 1.3. The anomaly-free condition of an enriched
fusion category is equivalent to the usual

Z1 (S)
S ≃ Vec. [KYZZ21]
♦
bulk-is-trivial condition, in which we have Z1
In the speical case, let G be a finite group, the 2d bulk phase of the Kitaev quantum double model
[Kit03] associated to G is given by the unitary modular tensor category B ≃ Z1 (Rep(G)). For every
subgroup H ⊆ G, there is a gapped boundary of the Kitaev quantum double model whose topological
skeleton is S = Rep(G)FH |FH . The corresponding Lagrangian algebra is denoted by A(H) ∈ Z1 (Rep(G)),
which is also the full center [Dav10a] of FH ∈ Rep(G). After the topological Wick rotation, we obtain an
enriched fusion category Z1 (Rep(G))Rep(G)FH |FH ≃ Z1 (Rep(G))Z1 (Rep(G))A(H) , which is the topological skeleton
of a 1d bosonic gapped phase with onsite G-symmetry. So there is another way to state Theoremph 1.1:
Theoremph 1.4. The topological skeleton of a 1d bosonic gapped phase with an onsite symmetry
G is the enriched fusion category Z1 (Rep(G))Z1 (Rep(G))A(H) if the symmetry spontaneously breaks to a
subgroup H ⊆ G.
Remark 1.5. The Lagrangian algebras in Z1 (Rep(G)) are classified by pairs (H, [ω]), where H is a
subgroup of G and [ω] ∈ H2 (H, U(1)) [Dav10b]. Readers may check appendix A.2 for the case that G is
abelian. This result exactly meets with the well-known classification of the 1d bosonic gapped phase
with an onsite G-symmetry [CGW11, SPGC11].
♦
Comparing with the previous work [KWZ22], conceptually, what we do is to generalize the 2d bulk
B from the toric code model to the quantum double, then do a topological Wick rotation to obtain the
descriptions of the 1d anomaly-free phases with onsite symmetries. We depict this intuition in figure
2, in which Ha , Hb , Hc ... label different subgroups of G.
Ising chain

Toric code

Z1 (Rep(Z2 ))
Z1 (Rep(Z2 ))

VecZ2

1d gapped phases with G

Quantum double

Z1 (Rep(G))
···
···
Z1 (Rep(G))A(H )
a

Z1 (Rep(Z2 ))

VecZ2

Rep(Z2 )

···

Rep(Z2 )

Z1 (Rep(G)) Z (Rep(G))
Z1 (Rep(G)) Z (Rep(G))
Z1 (Rep(G)) Z (Rep(G))
1
A(Hb )
1
A(Hc )
1
A(Ha )

···
Z1 (Rep(G))A(H )
b

Z1 (Rep(G))A(H )
c

···

···

···

···

Figure 2: A picturesque explanation of the enriched category Z1 (Rep(G))Z1 (Rep(G))A(H) . Left figures depict
2d topological orders with boundaries, while the right figures depict 1d anomaly-free gapped phases
with onsite symmetries after the topological Wick rotation.
Now we are about to check the categorical description Z1 (Rep(G))Z1 (Rep(G))A(H) ≃ Z1 (Rep(G))Rep(G)FH |FH
works in concrete lattice models. In section 2, we check the categorical structure of the topological
defects with onsite G-symmetry and show the underlying category S can be obtained from the so-called
equivariantization. In section 3, we construct lattice models with a finite abelian onsite symmetry G,
then analyze the categorical structure of topological skeletons and prove our physical main theorems 1.1
and 1.4. We further check that boundaries and domain walls also satisfy the corresponding enriched
fusion categories in section 4. Some background knowledge and calculations are performed in the
appendices.
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2 Topological sectors of states with an onsite G-symmetry
A topological order with an onsite G-symmetry (also known as an SPT/SET order in literatures) is
described by its observables in LWLL as a quantum phase. Recall that for a topological order without
symmetry, its observables in LWLL form a (higher) category. In this section, we argue that for a
topological order with an onsite G-symmetry, the observables of states form a category, which is
directly related to the category of observables of this topological order without the symmetry.

2.1 The category of topological sectors of states and group actions
First we consider topological orders without symmetry. There is a class of observables in LWLL of a
topological order, called topological sectors of states or a topological excitations.
Microscopically, a state |ψi is a local observable. In LWLL, the coarse-graining process integrates
and averages out the microscopic degrees of freedom by the action of local operators. Thus given a
local operator A, the states A|ψi and |ψi should be viewed as the same after coarse-graining. These
states form a subspace of the total Hilbert space:
{A|ψi | A is a local operator}.
This subspace is called the topological sector of states (or topological excitation) generated by |ψi,
which can be viewed as an observable in LWLL [KZ22a]. In general, a topological sector of states is a
subspace of the total Hilbert space that is invariant under the action of local operators.
Given an nd topological order Cn , all (particle-like, i.e. 0+1D) topological sectors of states form a
category C. The hom space between two topological sectors of states consists of unconfined operators
that map one topological sector of states to another. These operators are also called instantons because
they are localized in the spacetime and behave like a 0D defect [KW14]. Such a space of instantons is
also closed under the action of local operators and called a topological sector of operators.
Remark 2.1. When n ≥ 1, the topological sectors of states in Cn can be fused together in space: if
two topological sectors of states x and y are closed enough to each other, they can be viewed as a
single topological sector of states. Figure 3 depicts the fusion of topological sectors of states in a 1+1D
topological order. Then C is a (multi-)fusion category with the tensor product given by the fusion of
topological sectors of states. When n ≥ 2, 0+1D topological sectors of states in Cn can also be braided
in space and hence C is a braided fusion category.
♦

t
fusion

−−−−→
C
x

C

y

x⊗y

Figure 3: The fusion of topological defect lines in a 1+1D topological order C.
Now we assume that the nd topological order Cn is equipped with a unitary onsite symmetry
given by a finite group G. Microscopically, the G-symmetry is usually realized by a collection of
6

operators {U(g)} g∈G. As a symmetry on a quantum system, these operators should satisfy the following
‘projective’ relations because quantum states are defined up to a phases factor:
U(g)U(h)|ψxi = ωx (g, h)U(gh)|ψxi, g, h ∈ G,
where x ∈ C is a simple topological sector of states generated by a state |ψx i, and ωx ∈ Z2 (G; U(1)) is a
2-cocycle.
For an onsite symmetry, the operator U(g) is the tensor product of local operators on every site.
Hence for any local operator A, the operator U(g)AU(g)−1 is still a local operator. Therefore, given a
topological sector of states x ∈ C, there is a well-defined topological sector of states T g (x) ∈ C defined
by
T g (x) ≔ {U(g)|ψi | |ψi ∈ x}.

Moreover, if B is an operator that maps a topological sector of states x to another one y, then U(g)BU(g)−1
is an operator that maps T g (x) to T g (y). Hence the symmetry induces a functor T g : C → C for every
g ∈ G.
Note that the functors T g ◦ Th and T gh are not necessarily equal on the nose because the states
U(g)U(h)|ψxi and U(gh)|ψxi may be differed by a phase factor. Such phase factors induce a natural
isomorphism γ g,h : T g ◦ Th ⇒ T gh in which the component (γ g,h )x is given by the phase factor ωx (g, h) for
all x ∈ C. The cocycle equation for ωx (i.e., ωx (g, h)ωx (gh, k) = ωx (h, k)ωx (g, hk) for g, h, k ∈ G) translates
to the following commutative diagram:
T g (Th Tk )

(T g Th )Tk
γ g,h 1

1γh,k



T gh Tk

γ gh,k

+3 T ghk ks

γ g,hk


T g Thk

Mathematically, these conditions mean that the functors {T g } g∈G and natural isomorphisms {γ g,h } g,h∈G
form a monoidal functor T : G → Aut(C). In other words, the G-symmetry on the topological order Cn
equips the category C with a G-action (see appendix B.1 for details).
Remark 2.2. Recall that C is a (multi-)fusion category when n ≥ 1. Since G is an onsite symmetry,
the symmetry action operators {U(g)} g∈G preserve the fusion of topological sectors of states. Thus the
G-action on C is indeed a monoidal action, i.e., T is a monoidal functor T : G → Aut⊗ (C) (see appendix
B.1 for details).
♦

2.2 Equivariantization and G-symmetric topoloigcal sectors of states
For a topological order with symmetry, a topological sector of states may not be an observable in LWLL
if it is not related to the symmetry. We define a G-symmetric topological sector of states to be a subspace
of the total Hilbert space that is invariant under the action of G-symmetric local operators and also
invariant under the G-action. Then G-symmetric topological sectors of states are observables in LWLL.
In general, a G-symmetric topological sector of states x may not be invariant under all local operators.
In other words, it may not be a topological sector of states. Let x̄ be the topological sector of states
generated by x. Then x is a subspace of x̄. Since U(g)AU(g)−1 is a local operator for every local
operator A and g ∈ G, it turns out that x is also G-invariant. Therefore, x is a G-invariant subspace
(i.e., subrepresentation) of x̄, and this invariant subspace is characterized by its behavior under the
G-action. By acting the operator U(g), the subspace x is invariant, but the states in x may be changed
by a (possibly non-abelian) phase. Categorically, such a phase under the U(g)-action is described by
an isomorphism
∼
u g : T g (x̄) −
→ x̄, g ∈ G.
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By comparing the action of U(g)U(h) and U(gh) for g, h ∈ G, we get the following commutative diagram:
T g Th (x̄)

(γ g,h )x̄

/ T gh (x̄)
ugh

T g (uh )


T g (x̄)

ug


/x

Then the G-symmetric topological sector of states x is characterized by the pair (x̄, {u g } g∈G ), which
satisfies the above commutative diagram. It is possible that x̄ contains different G-symmetric topological
sector of states, which are characterized by different {u g }’s.
In addition, an instanton between two such topological sectors of states (x̄, {u g } g∈G ) and ( ȳ, {v g} g∈G )
should also be symmetric, i.e. commutes with operators U(g) for all g ∈ G. Categorically, we have the
following commutative diagram:
T g (x̄)

Tg ( f )

/ T g ( ȳ)

ug

vg


x̄

f


/ ȳ

Hence, the category of G-symmetric topological sector of states is an equivariantization (see Definition
B.2). Thus we have the following physical theorem.
Theoremph 2.3. Let Cn be an nd topological order with a unitary onsite G-symmetry. Suppose all
particle-like topological sectors of states (by ignoring the symmetry) form a category C.
(1) The G-symmetry induces a G-action on the category C.
(2) The category of (particle-like) G-symmetric topological sectors of states is equivalent to the
equivariantization CG .
Note that the above analysis does not depend on the dimension of Cn nor G symmetry abelian or
not.
Remark 2.4. Here the equivariantization CG is not the same as the topological skeleton introduced in
section 1, even in 1+1D. The morphisms in CG are only local operators (instantons). Thus CG is the
underlying category of the topological skeleton.
♦

3 The lattice model with abelian onsite G-symmetry
Let G be a finite abelian group. In this section, we would construct and analyze a lattice model with
an onsite abelian G-symmetry.

3.1 The lattice model and ground states
Consider
the 1d lattice (defined on an infinitely long open interval) with the total Hilbert space
N
Htot = i∈Z Hi , where each local Hilbert space Hi is spanned by an orthonormal basis {|gii | g ∈ G}.
For each site i and g ∈ G, we define an operator Lig acting on Hi as follows:
Lig |hii ≔ |ghii , ∀h ∈ G.
The global G-symmetry action is defined by
U(g) ≔

O
i

8

Lig , ∀g ∈ G.

Before we construct the Hamiltonian, we need to define some operators. Recall that all group
homomorphisms G → U(1) form a finite abelian group Ĝ, called the dual group of G. Equivalently, Ĝ
is also the group of equivalence classes of irreducible G-representations. For each site i and ρ ∈ Ĝ, we
define an operator Ziρ acting on Hi by
Ziρ |gii ≔ ρ(g)|gii.
It is clear that the following equations hold for all g, k ∈ G and ρ, σ ∈ Ĝ:
Lig Lik = Ligk ,

(Lig )† = (Lig )−1 = Lig−1 ,

Ziρ Ziσ = Ziρσ ,

(Ziρ )† = (Ziρ )−1 = Ziρ−1 ,

Lig Ziρ (Lig )−1 = ρ(g)−1 Ziρ .

(3.1)

d can be naturally viewed as a subgroup of Ĝ: every
Let H ⊆ G be a subgroup of G. Note that G/H
λ

group homomorphism λ : G/H → U(1) induces a group homomorphism G ։ G/H →
− U(1), which is
nontrivial if λ is. Then for each site i we define two Hermitian operators:
i
XH
≔

1 X i
Lh ,
|H|

Zi,i+1
≔
H

|H| X i i+1 †
Zρ (Zρ ) .
|G|
d
ρ∈G/H

h∈H

It is easy to verify that these operators are mutually commuting projectors and G-symmetric (i.e.
commute with U(g) for all g ∈ G).
The lattice model we considered depends on the symmetry group G and a chosen subgroup H ⊆ G.
The Hamiltonian is defined as follows:
X
X
i
H≔
(1 − XH
)+
(1 − Zi,i+1
).
(3.2)
H
i

i

Remark 3.1. When G = Zn , the Hamiltonian realizes the bosonic quantum clock model (see [Fen12]
for example), where Li and Zi are n × n generalizations of the Pauli matrices σx and σz . In particular,
when G = Z2 , it recovers the well-known 1d quantum Ising model.
♦
Since the Hamiltonian (3.2) is the sum of commuting projectors, it is not hard to verify that the
ground state subspace has dimension |G|/|H| and there is an orthonormal basis labeled by x ∈ G/H:
|ψx i ≔

O
i

1 X
|gii .
√
|H| g∈x

(3.3)

Moreover, we have U(g)|ψxi = |ψ gx i for g ∈ G and x ∈ G/H. Thus the ground state |ψH i (indeed,
every ground state |ψx i) is stable under the action of U(h) for h ∈ H. Hence the lattice model (3.2)
spontaneously breaks the G-symmetry to the subgroup H.

3.2 Topological sectors of operators
There are two kinds of G-symmetric non-local operators (also known as fluxions and chargeons in a
quantum double [BSW11]):
Y
Y
j
j
j+1
Mig ≔
L g , ∀g ∈ G,
Eiρ =
Zρ (Zρ )† , ∀ρ ∈ Ĝ.
j≤i

j≥i

Since Eiρ is the product of infinitely many G-symmetric operators, it should be viewed as a G-symmetric
non-local operator. On the other hand, the single operator Ziρ is a non-symmetric local operator. Note
that Eiρ = Ziρ as an operator that catches all the corrected properties near site i.
9

Remark 3.2. These operators are also called “patch symmetry operators” in [JW20], in which the
special case that G = Z2 is considered (see also [KWZ22]).
♦
j

Apparently, the product Mig Eρ is also a symmetric non-local operator. We denote the topological
j

sector of operators generated by Mig Eρ by O(g,ρ) .
By (3.1) we have

j


i < j,
Eρ Mig ,
i j
M g Eρ = 

ρ(g)−1 Eρj Mig , i ≥ j.
j

j

Thus, Mig Eρ Mkh Elσ and Mig Mkh Eρ Elσ differ by a coefficient at most. It follows that the fusion products of
these topological sectors of operators are given by
O(g,ρ) ⊗ O(h,σ) = O(gh,ρσ) .

(3.4)

This recovers the fusion structure in Z1 (Rep(G)).
Moreover, for i < k < j we have
j

j

Mig M g−1 Ekρ M g Mig−1 = ρ(g) · Ekρ .
This means that the double braiding of two topological sectors O(g,1) and O(e,ρ) is
ρ(g)·1(e)

O(g,1) ⊗ O(e,ρ) −−−−−→ O(g,1) ⊗ O(e,ρ) .
Conceptually, we can regard this process as first creating a pair of fluxions at sites i and j, then winding
a chargeon around one of the fluxions (where the chargeon would cross in between the fluxions on site
k), after this process, we annihilate the pair of fluxions and obtain a phase ρ(g). For a general braiding
process, we have
j j
j
j
Mig Eiρ Eρ−1 M g−1 Mkh Ekσ M g Eρ Eiρ−1 Mig−1 = ρ(h)σ(g)Mkh Ekσ ,
and this equation gives the double braiding
σ(g)ρ(h)

O(h,σ) ⊗ O(g,ρ) −−−−−→ O(h,σ) ⊗ O(g,ρ) .

(3.5)

The topological sectors of operators {O(g,ρ) } g∈G,ρ∈Ĝ, together with the fusion and braiding properties
(3.4) (3.5), form a braided fusion category equivalent to Z1 (Rep(G)) (see appendix A.1 and example A.3
for details).

3.3 The topological skeletons
In order to convince the readers of the categorical structure stated in Theoremph 1.1, we would like to
give the exact categorical description for each phase step by step. It would be beneficial to first check
the symmetry preserving case and the symmetry completely broken case.
3.3.1 Symmetry preserving case (the trivial SPT)
Consider the phase realized by (3.2) with H = G. In other words, the Hamiltonian is
X
H=
(1 − XGi ).
i

In this case there is no symmetry breaking and the unique ground state is
|ΩG i ≔

O
i

1 X
|gii .
√
|G| g∈G
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(3.6)

Since the ground state |ΩG i is a product state, the Hamiltonian (3.6) realizes the trivial G-SPT order.
It is clear that Mig |ΩG i = |ΩG i for all sites i and g ∈ G. We use S1 to denote the topological sector of
states generated by the ground state |ΩG i (i.e. the trivial topological sector of states).
For each ρ ∈ Ĝ and site i, we define
|ρ, ii ≔ Eiρ |ΩG i.
In particular, |1, ii = |ΩG i where 1 ∈ Ĝ is the trivial G-representation. By the orthogonality of characters,
one can verify that XGi |ρ, ii = 0 if ρ , 1 and XGi |1, ii = XGi |ΩG i = |ΩG i. Moreover, for two sites i and j,
j

the states |ρ, ii and |ρ, ji generate the same G-symmetric topological sector of states because Zρ (Ziρ )† is
a symmetric local operator:
j
|ρ, ji = Zρ (Ziρ )† |ρ, ii.
We use Sρ to denote the G-symmetric topological sector of states generated by |ρ, ii.

Remark 3.3. If we ignore the G-symmetry, the state |ρ, ii is created from the ground state by a local
operator Ziρ , thus it generates the trivial topological sector of states.
♦
Consider the state

j

|ρ, i; σ, ji ≔ Eiρ Eσ |ΩG i,

where ρ, σ ∈ Ĝ and i < j. Intuitively, |ρ, i; σ, ji should generate the G-symmetric topological sector of
j
states Sρ ⊗ Sσ (i.e. the fusion of Sρ and Sσ ). On the other hand, by acting Zρ (Ziρ )† on this state we find
that |ρ, i; σ, ji generates the same G-symmetric topological sector of states as |ρσ, ji:
j

j

j

j

Zρ (Ziρ )† |ρ, i; σ, ji = Eρ Eσ |ΩG i = Eρσ |ΩG i = |ρσ, ji.
It follows that the fusion rules of topological sectors of states of the phase realized by (3.6) are given by
Sρ ⊗ Sσ = Sρσ .
Therefore, the fusion category of topological sector of states is equivalent to the fusion category Rep(G)
of finite-dimensional G-representations.
From another perspective, if we view (3.6) as a system without symmetry, it realizes the trivial
1d topological order (without symmetry) because the ground state |ΩG i is a product state. Thus the
topological sectors of states form a fusion category equivalent to Vec. By Theoremph 2.3, if we view
(3.6) as a system with G-symmetry, the G-symmetric topological sectors of states form a fusion category
equivalent to the equivariantization VecG , which is just Rep(G) (see example B.4).
j

Since Mig only has trivial actions on the ground state |ΩG i, the operator Mig Eρ also maps the sector
j

Sσ to Sρσ for all g ∈ G and ρ, σ ∈ Ĝ. Equivalently, Mig Eσρ−1 maps the topological sector Sρ to Sσ . Thus
the hom spaces between topological sectors of states are given by
M
Hom(Sρ , Sσ ) =
O(g,σρ−1 ) .
g∈G

Hence we have proved the following physical theorem within a concrete model step by step:
Theoremph 3.4. The topological skeleton of the 1d trivial SPT order with the bosonic onsite abelian
symmetry G is the enriched fusion category Z1 (Rep(G))Rep(G).
Remark 3.5. In the language of anyon condensation, the trivial action of Mig on the ground state can
be interpreted as the condensation
of fluxions (equivalently, the condensation of Lagrangian algebra
L
O
)
in Z1 (Rep(G)) provided by the vacuum sector of states).
♦
A(G) ≔ Hom(S1 , S1 ) =
(g,1)
g∈G
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3.3.2 Symmetry completely broken case
The situation when G is completely broken (i.e., H = {e} is the trivial group) follows the same path. The
Hamiltonian is
X
).
(3.7)
H=
(1 − Zi,i+1
{e}
i

In this case, the ground state subspace has dimension |G| and there is an orthonormal basis labeled by
group elements g ∈ G:
O
|ψ g i ≔
|gii .
i

Clearly we have U(g)|ψhi = |ψ gh i for g, h ∈ G.

First we view (3.7) as a system without symmetry. Since each ground state |ψ g i is a product state,
(3.7) realizes the direct sum of |G| copies of the trivial 1d topological order (physically we need a fine
tuning to realize this phase). There are |G|2 simple topological sectors of states (domain walls) {T g,h } g,h∈G
generated by the following states:
O  O 
|hi j , g, h ∈ G.
|ψ g,h,i i ≔
|gi j ⊗
j>i

j≤i

Clearly the fusion rules of these topological sectors of states are given by
T g,h ⊗ Tk,l = δh,k T g,l ,

g, h, k, l ∈ G.

Therefore, these topological sectors of states form a multi-fusion category equivalent to the multi-fusion
category Mat|G| (Vec) of |G|-by-|G| matrices valued in Vec, or the multi-fusion category Fun(VecG , VecG )
of linear functors.
If we view (3.7) as a system with G-symmetry, the symmetry group G acts on the multi-fusion
category Fun(VecG , VecG ) of topological sectors of states, and the fusion category of G-symmetric
topological sector of states is equivalent to the equivariantization Fun(VecG , VecG )G by Theoremph 2.3.
It is easy to see that
U(g)|ψh,k,ii = |ψ gh,gk,i i, g, h, k ∈ G.
Thus the G-action on Fun(VecG , VecG ) ≃ Mat|G| (Vec) is given by
g(Th,k ) = T gh,gk .
Mathematically, the equivariantization Fun(VecG , VecG )G is equivalent to VecG as fusion categories.
This is a special case of Proposition 3.9 below (see also remark B.11). The mathematical proof can
also be reformulated in physical language by explicitly finding the G-symmetric topological sectors of
states. In this way we prove the equivalence Fun(VecG , VecG )G ≃ VecG in this concrete lattice model.
We consider the ground states first. Since the G-action permutes the ground states |ψ g i, each
ground state (and hence the ground state subspace) generates the same G-symmetric topological sector
of states:
M
T g,g .
Se ≔
g∈G

Similarly, given g ∈ G, the states |ψ gh,h,i i for all h ∈ G and sites i generate the same G-symmetric
topological sector of state:
M
T gh,h .
Sg ≔
h∈G

It is not hard to see that the fusion products of G-symmetric topological sectors of states are given by
S g ⊗ Sh = S gh .
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Hence the fusion category of G-symmetric topological sectors of states is equivalent to VecG .
Note that Eiρ |ψh i = ρ(h)|ψh i and Mig |ψh i = |ψ gh,h,i i for all g, h ∈ G, ρ ∈ Ĝ and sites i. Thus the operator
j

Mig Eρ maps the sector Sh to S gh for all g, h ∈ G and ρ ∈ Ĝ. Thus the hom spaces between G-symmetric
topological sectors of states are given by
M
Hom(S g , Sh ) =
O(hg−1 ,ρ) .
ρ∈Ĝ

Hence we have proved the following physical theorem:
Theoremph 3.6. The topological skeleton of the 1d symmetry-breaking order (completely broken) with
the bosonic onsite abelian symmetry G is the enriched fusion category Z1 (Rep(G))VecG .
Remark 3.7. The trivial action of operators Eiρ on the ground state can be categorically interpreted
as the condensation
of chargeons (equivalently, the condensation of Lagrangian algebra A({e}) ≔
L
O
♦
Hom(Se , Se ) =
ρ∈Ĝ (e,ρ) in Z1 (Rep(G)) provided by the vacuum sector of states).
3.3.3 General cases (symmetry partially broken)
For the general symmetry breaking cases, we fix a subgroup H ⊆ G in (3.2). Recall that the ground
state subspace has dimension |G|/|H| and there is an orthonormal basis {|ψx i}x∈G/H (3.3) satisfying
U(g)|ψxi = |ψ gx i for g ∈ G and x ∈ G/H. Thus the ground state subspace is isomorphic to the function
algebra FH ≔ Fun(G/H) as a G-representation.
Again we view (3.2) as a system without symmetry. Since each ground state |ψx i (3.3) is a product
state, (3.2) realizes the direct sum of n ≔ |G|/|H| copies of the trivial 1d topological order. There are n2
simple topological sectors of states (domain walls) {Tx,y }x,y∈G/H generated by
|ψx,y,i i ≔

O
j≤i

1 X  O 1 X 
|gi j ⊗
|hi j , x, y ∈ G/H,
√
√
|H| g∈x
|H| h∈y
j>i

and the fusion rules are given by
Tx,y ⊗ Tz,w = δ y,z Tx,w ,

x, y, z, w ∈ G/H.

The multi-fusion category of topological sectors of states is equivalent to Matn (Vec), or the functor
category Fun(VecG/H , VecG/H ).
Remark 3.8. The fact that the 1d bulk is anomaly-free can be seen from the Drinfeld center of
Fun(VecG/H , VecG/H ), i.e., Z1 (Fun(VecG/H , VecG/H )) ≃ Vec.
♦
Now we view (3.2) as a system with G-symmetry. The G-action on Fun(VecG/H , VecG/H ) ≃ Matn (Vec)
is induced by the G-action on states:
U(g)|ψx,y,ii = |ψ gx,gy,ii,

g ∈ G, x, y ∈ G/H.

In other words, we have
g(Tx,y ) = T gx,gy .
The fusion category of G-symmetric topological sectors of states is equivalent to the equivariantization
Fun(VecG/H , VecG/H )G . Also we have the following mathematical result:
Proposition 3.9. Let G be a finite group and H ⊆ G be a subgroup. Then the fusion category
BModFH |FH (Rep(G)) is monoidally equivalent to the equivariantization Fun(VecG/H , VecG/H )G .
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Thus the fusion category of G-symmetric topological sectors of states is also equivalent to the fusion
category Rep(G)FH |FH of (FH , FH )-bimodules in Rep(G). As in the symmetry completely broken case, we
translate the mathematical proof of Proposition 3.9 in appendix B.2 to physical language by explicitly
finding the G-symmetric topological sectors of states.
First, for each g ∈ G and ρ ∈ Ĝ, the following states generate a simple G-symmetric topological
sector of states, denoted by S g,ρ :
n
o
Eiρ |ψ gx,x, j i
x∈G/H

Note that

(1) for g, g′ ∈ G satisfying g−1 g′ ∈ H, we have Eiρ |ψ gx,x, ji = Eiρ |ψ g′ x,x, j i;
d the states Ei |ψ gx,x, j i and Ei ′ |ψ gx,x, ji are differed by a nonzero
(2) for ρ, ρ′ ∈ Ĝ satisfying ρ−1 ρ′ ∈ G/H,
ρ
ρ
factor, thus correspond to the same quantum state.
d ≃ Ĥ. So
Therefore, S g,ρ only depends on the equivalence classes (cosets) [g] ∈ G/H and [ρ] ∈ Ĝ/G/H
we denote these G-symmetric topological sectors of state by {S[g],[ρ] }[g]∈G/H,[ρ]∈Ĥ . The fusion products of
topological sectors of states are given by
S[g],[ρ] ⊗ S[h],[σ] = S[gh],[ρσ] ,

g, h ∈ G, ρ, σ ∈ Ĝ.

j

It is not hard to see that the operator Mig Eρ maps the sector S[h],[σ] to S[gh],[ρσ] for all g, h ∈ G and
ρ, σ ∈ Ĝ. Thus the hom spaces between G-symmetric topological sectors of states are given by
M
Hom(S[g],[ρ] , S[h],[σ] ) =
O(k,λ) .
k∈[hg−1 ]
λ∈[σρ−1 ]

By comparing with example C.5 we see that this enriched category Z1 (Rep(G))Rep(G)FH |FH is precisely the
one obtained from the canonical construction of the obvious action of Z1 (Rep(G)) on Rep(G)FH |FH .
Remark 3.10. Intuitively, we may say the operators are ‘partially condensed’, with Eiρ acting trivially
d and Mi acting trivially
on the trivial G-symmetric topological sector of states S[e],[1] for each ρ ∈ G/H,
g
on S[e],[1] for each g ∈ H. More precisely, these operators form the Lagrangian algebra
M
A(H) ≔ Hom(S[e],[1] , S[e],[1] ) =
O(g,ρ) ∈ Z1 (Rep(G)),
g∈H

d
ρ∈G/H

and the fusion category Z1 (Rep(G))A(H) of right A(H)-modules in Z1 (Rep(G)) is equivalent to the bimodule category BModFH |FH (Rep(G)).
♦
Hence we have proved the theorem in the beginning through concrete models:
Theoremph 3.11. The topological skeleton of the 1d gapped phase with an onsite abelian symmetry
G is the enriched fusion category Z1 (Rep(G))Rep(G)FH |FH (or equivalently, Z1 (Rep(G))Z1 (Rep(G))A(H) ) if the
symmetry spontaneiously breaks to a subgroup H ⊆ G.
Remark 3.12. The categorical description Z1 (Rep(G))Rep(G)FH |FH is anomaly-free in the sense that the
Drinfeld center of this category is trivial:


Z1 Z1 (Rep(G))Rep(G)FH |FH ≃ Vec.
See [KYZZ21, section 5.3] for the definition of the Drinfeld center (E1 -center) of an enriched fusion
category and the proof of the above equivalence.
♦
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4 Boundaries and Domain walls
In this section we consider the boundaries and domain walls of those 1d bosonic gapped phases with
an onsite abelian symmetry G.
In principle, for a 0d topological phase, it is not precise to talk about particle-like excitations, since
each excitation can be viewed as a 0d phase itself, but there is still a 0d categorical structure given by
the ‘category of boundary conditions’. That is, each Hamiltonian specifies a boundary condition x, and
all H-symmetric boundary conditions form a category X. We sometimes write a 0d boundary x ∈ X as
a pair (X, x) to emphasize the category X of 0d boundaries [KZ22a].

4.1 Boundaries
In order to see the categorical descriptions of the boundaries phases in lattice models, we again start
from the most obvious case, where we choose the 1d bulk to be the trivial SPT order, whose topological
N
skeleton is Z1 (Rep(G))Rep(G). We pick the boundary phase on the left side, i.e. Htot = i≥0 Hi (the right
side is similar) and analyze its boundary conditions:
1. G-symmetric boundary conditions: First we consider the boundary conditions that preserve
G-symmetry. For example, the following boundary Hamiltonian preserves the G-symmetry on
the boundary:
X
H=
(1 − XGi ).
N

√1
i≥0 |G|

P

i≥0

Its ground state is simply
g∈G |gii . This Hamiltonian is the most trivial case that
preserves G-symmetry on the boundary (where we can obtain it by taking ρ to be 1 in (4.1)),
we may call this Hamiltonian the canonical choice. Adding a G-symmetric operator to this
Hamiltonian also gives a G-symmetric boundary condition. For example, for every ρ ∈ Ĝ the
following Hamiltonian realizes a G-symmetric boundary condition:
H=

X
i>0



1 X
ρ(g)L0g .
(1 − XGi ) + 1 −
|G|

(4.1)

g∈G


N
P
1 P
Its ground state is √1|G| g∈G ρ(g)|gi0 ⊗
g∈G |gii , in this way we get all the simple objects
i>0 √|G|
in the category of boundary conditions, and the corresponding boundary condition is denoted
by Sρ . Therefore, the underlying category of the enriched category of G-symmetric boundary
conditions is equivalent to Rep(G).
Note that for every g ∈ G the operator M0g does not change G-symmetric boundary conditions. Therefore, M0g should be viewed as ‘local’ on a G-symmetric boundary, because the
hom space (topological sector of operators) between G-symmetric boundary conditions is invariant under these
operators. Mathematically, these local operators form a Lagrangian alL
gebra A(G) =
g∈G O(g,1) ∈ Z1 (Rep(G)) (see Remark 3.5), and the hom spaces between Gsymmetric boundary conditions are (right) A(G)-modules as explained in (1.1). Therefore, the
background category of the enriched category of G-symmetric boundary conditions is the category Z1 (Rep(G))A(G) of right A(G)-modules in Z1 (Rep(G)). The structure of the enriched category
Z1 (Rep(G))A(G)
Rep(G) of G-symmetric boundary conditions is determined by
M
M
Hom(Sρ , Sσ ) =
O(g,σρ−1 ) =
O(e,σρ−1 ) ⊗ O(g,1) = O(e,σρ−1 ) ⊗ A(G).
g∈G

g∈G

Moreover, by condensing ‘local operators’ in A(G), there is an equivalence Z1 (Rep(G))A(G) ≃
Rep(G) of fusion categories given by
Rep(G) ∋ ρ 7→ O(e,ρ) ⊗ A(G) ∈ Z1 (Rep(G))A(G) .
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Under this equivalence, the enriched category of G-symmetric boundary conditions can be equivalently written as
Rep(G)
Rep(G)
with the hom spaces given by
Hom(Sρ , Sσ ) = σρ−1 ∈ Rep(G).
2. Symmetry completely broken boundary conditions: Then we consider the boundary conditions
that do not preserve any symmetry. For example, we can choose the boundary Hamiltonian to
be
X
H=
(1 − XGi ) + (1 − Z0{e} ),
i>0


N
1 P
=
Its ground state is |ei0 ⊗
where
i>0 √|G|
g∈G |gii , which completely breaks
the G-symmetry on site 0. Indeed, it is the only simple boundary condition that completely
breaks the symmetry, which is denoted by S. Therefore, the underlying category of the enriched
category of symmetry completely broken boundary conditions is equivalent to Vec.
Z0{e}

1
|G|

P

0
ρ∈Ĝ Zρ .

On symmetry completely broken boundaries, the operator E0ρ for
every ρ ∈ Ĝ should be viewed
L
as ‘local’. These operators form a Lagrangian algebra A({e}) = ρ∈Ĝ O(e,ρ) (see Remark 3.7), and
the hom spaces between symmetry completely broken boundary conditions are (right) A({e})modules. Therefore, the background category of the enriched category of symmetry completely
broken boundary conditions is equivalent to the category Z1 (Rep(G))A({e}) . The structure of
the enriched category Z1 (Rep(G))A({e}) Vec of symmetry completely broken boundary conditions is
determined by
M

 M
 M
M
O(g,1) ⊗ A({e}).
O(e,ρ) =
Hom(S, S) =
O(g,ρ) =
O(g,1) ⊗
g∈G
ρ∈Ĝ

g∈G

g∈G

ρ∈Ĝ

Moreover, there is a monoidal equivalence
VecG ≃ Z1 (Rep(G))A({e})
C g 7→ O(g,1) ⊗ A({e}),
where C g is the complex number field with g-grading. Hence, the enriched category of symmetry
completely broken boundary conditions can be equivalently written as
VecG

Vec

with the hom spaces given by
Hom(S, S) =

M

Cg .

g∈G

3. Symmetry partially broken boundary conditions: Fix a subgroup H ⊆ G. Now we consider the
boundary conditions that only preserve the subgroup H. The canonical choice of Hamiltonian
that break the ground state symmetry on site 0 from G to H can be written as
X
0
H=
(1 − XGi ) + (1 − Z0H ) + (1 − XH
),
i>0

where Z0H =

|H|
|G|

P

d
ρ∈G/H

Z0ρ . The ground state is then given by

√1
|H|

P

g∈H |gi0

⊗(

N

i>0

√1
|G|

P

g∈G |gii ).

For every σ ∈ Ĝ, we can promote the upper Hamiltonian to a Hamiltonian that realizes a Hsymmetric boundary condition, for example:
X


1 X
σ(h)L0h .
H=
(1 − XGi ) + (1 − Z0H ) + 1 −
|H|
i>0

h∈H
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N
1 P
σ(g)|gi0 ⊗
g∈G |gii . Note that it only depends
i>0 √|G|
d ≃ Ĥ, so we denote the corresponding H-symmetric
on the equivalence class (coset) [σ] ∈ Ĝ/G/H
boundary condition by S[σ] . Therefore, the underlying category of the enriched category of
H-symmetric boundary conditions is equivalent to Rep(H).
Its ground state is given by

√1
|H|

P

g∈H

On H-symmetric boundaries, the operators M0g and E0ρ are partially localized (condensed) up to
d These ‘local operators’ form a Lagrangian algebra (see Remark 3.10)
g ∈ H and ρ ∈ G/H.
M

A(H) =

O(g,ρ) ,

g∈H
d
ρ∈G/H

and the hom spaces between symmetry completely broken boundary conditions are (right) A(H)modules. Therefore, the background category of the enriched category of symmetry completely
broken boundary conditions is equivalent to the category Z1 (Rep(G))A(H) of right A(H)-modules in
Z1 (Rep(G)). The structure of the enriched category Z1 (Rep(G))A(H) Rep(H) of H-symmetric boundary
conditions is determined by
M
M

 M
 M
Hom(S[ρ] , S[σ] ) =
O(g,φ·σρ−1 ) =
O(k,σρ−1 ) ⊗ A(H),
O(g,φ) ⊗
O(k,σρ−1 ) =
g∈G

g∈H

d
φ∈G/H

d
φ∈G/H

[k]∈G/H

[k]∈G/H

where [ρ], [σ] ∈ Ĥ.

Moreover, there is a monoidal equivalence
Rep(G)FH |FH ≃ Z1 (Rep(G))A(H)
M([g],[ρ]) 7→ O(g,ρ) ⊗ A(H),
where M([g],[ρ]) is the simple object in Rep(G)FH |FH corresponding to [g] ∈ G/H and [ρ] ∈ Ĥ
(see Remark B.8). Hence, the enriched category of H-symmetric boundary conditions can be
equivalently written as
Rep(G)F |F
Rep(H)
H

H

with the hom spaces given by
Hom(S[ρ] , S[σ] ) =

M

M[k],[σρ−1 ] .

[k]∈G/H

By comparing with example C.3, we see that this enriched category Rep(G)F |F Rep(H) is the one
obtained from the canonical construction of the obvious action of Rep(G)FH |FH on Rep(G)FH ≃
Rep(G).
H

H

Remark 4.1. The underlying category Rep(H) of the enriched category Rep(G)F |F Rep(H) of H-symmetric
boundary conditions can also be obtained from equivariantization. By ignoring the symmetry, the 1d
bulk is the trivial topological order whose topological skeleton is Vec. Thus its boundary conditions
also form the category Vec. Then the category of H-symmetric boundary conditions should be the
equivariantization VecH ≃ Rep(H).
♦
H

H

Remark 4.2. The background category of the enriched category of boundary conditions only depends
on the symmetry imposed on the boundary. Let us give a model-independent argument. For Hsymmetric boundary conditions, clearly the operators M0g for all g ∈ H do not change the boundary
condition. Dually, since these boundary conditions can be viewed as H-representations, the operators
d also do not change the boundary conditions (note that G/H
d is the kernel of the projection
E0ρ for ρ ∈ G/H
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Ĝ → Ĥ). These operators should be viewed as ‘local’ because each hom space betwen two boundary
conditions contains them. These ‘local operators’ form a Lagrangian algebra (see Remark 3.10)
M
A(H) =
O(g,ρ) ,
g∈H

d
ρ∈G/H

and thus the background category should be Z1 (Rep(G))A(H) ≃ Rep(G)FH |FH .

♦

We can also give a picturesque explanation of the above boundary phases from topological Wick
rotation (see figure 4). In figure 4(a), the 0d ‘corner’ described by Rep(H) is the invertible domain wall
between two 1d boundaries of Z1 (Rep(G)), and L is the forgetful functor which maps the topological
sector of operators in Z1 (Rep(G)) to its boundary, as introduced in (1.1). After topological Wick
rotation, the invertible 0d domain wall Rep(H) becomes the underlying category of the enriched
category Rep(G)F |F Rep(H) of boundary conditions, as illustrated in 4(b).
H

H

L(Og,ρ )

Og,ρ

Rep(G)FH |FH

Z1 (Rep(G))
Rep(G)FH |FH

Rep(H)

Rep(H)
Z1 (Rep(G))

Rep(G)

Rep(G)

(b)

(a)

Figure 4: (a) depicts a 2d topological order described by Z1 (Rep(G)) together with two 1d gapped
boundaries Rep(G) and Rep(G)FH |FH . (b) illustrates H-symmetric boundaries of the trivial 1d SPT bulk.
(b) can be obtained from (a) by applying the topological Wick rotation.

Remark 4.3. The bulk-to-wall map L acts as the background changing functor [KYZZ21], which changes
the categorical symmetry (the background category) from Z1 (Rep(G)) to Rep(G)FH |FH .
♦
Remark 4.4. The intuition of topological Wick rotation suggests that all possible enriched category
of boundary conditions of the trivial 1d G-SPT order are determined by indecomposable Rep(G)modules, which are classified by pairs (H, [ω]) where H ⊆ G is a subgroup and [ω] ∈ H2 (H, U(1)) is a
2-cohomology classes [Ost03]. More precisely, the indecomposable module corresponding to (H, [ω])
is the category Rep(H, ω) of finite-dimensional projective H-representations with Schur multiplier ω.
Hence, it is expected that there are boundary conditions of the trivial 1d G-SPT order beyond the
above discussion. For a subgroup H ⊆ G and a 2-cohomology class [ω], there should be H-symmetric
boundary conditions that are ‘twisted’ by [ω]. Such twisted boundary conditions should form an
enriched category Rep(G)F |F Rep(H, ω). In this work we only consider the ‘untwisted’ sector, i.e., [ω] is
trivial.
♦
H

H

Remark 4.5. Another way to describe the ’category of boundary conditions’ X is that, all 0d topological
phases living on the world line of x, together with instantons between them, form a category X. In
principle, we can just write down the canonical boundary Hamiltonian that preserves the symmetry
we want, this would give us a distinguished element x ∈ X. Then we can act the non-local operators
on it to get other boundary conditions.
♦
Now we consider a general case, where the 1d bulk Z1 (Rep(G))Rep(G)FHa |FHa spontaneously breaks the
symmetry to a subgroup Ha , and its boundary conditions preserve a subgroup Hb . We can pick the
canonical Hamiltonian in which its boundary has Hb -symmetry:
X
X
i
0
H≔
(1 − XH
)
+
(1 − Zi,i+1
) + (1 − Z0Hb ) + (1 − XH
),
(4.2)
Ha
a
b
i>0

i>0
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P

√1
h∈Hb |hi0
|Hb |
0
M g and E0ρ are

and the ground state is

⊗(

N

i>0

√1
|Ha |

P

g∈x |gii ),

∀x ∈ G/Ha . Again, on Hb -symmetric

boundaries, operators
partially localized on the boundary state up to g ∈ Hb and
[
ρ ∈ G/Hb , therefore the background category is Rep(G)FHb |FHb
As the equivariantization technique introduced in section 2 has nothing to do with dimensions, we
can view the underlying categories of these boundary phases as a 0d topological orders imposed with
symmetries. Unlike the bulk ones, where the symmetry G spontaneously broken, here on a boundary, G
explicitly breaks to the subgroup Hb . As a consequence, the category of symmetric boundary conditions
should be an Hb -equivariantization of the category of boundary conditions without symmetry.
Following a similar procedure in section 3.3, we first view (4.2) as systems without symmetry.
By ignoring the symmetry, the topological skeleton of the fine tuned bulk is Fun(VecG/Ha , VecG/Ha ), as
illustrated in section 3.3.3. There are n ≔ |G|/|Ha| topological sectors of states {Tx′ }x∈G/Ha in the bulk.
Then the category of boundaries (without symmetry) of the fine tuned bulk is given by the category
VecG/Ha . If we choose the boundary on the left side of Fun(VecG/Ha , VecG/Ha ), we have the following
fusion rules,
∀x, y, z ∈ G/Ha .
Tx′ ⊗ T y,z = δx,y Tz′ ,

which endows the category VecG/Ha with a structure of right Fun(VecG/Ha , VecG/Ha )-module.3
Now we consider Hb -symmetric boundaries. The Hb -action on VecG/Ha is induced from the G-action
on VecG/Ha :
U(h)|ψxi = |ψhx i,
h ∈ Hb , x ∈ G/Ha .
In other words, we have

hTx′ ≔ Thx′ .

Then the category of Hb -symmetric boundaries is the equivariantization (VecG/Ha )Hb , which is equivalent
to BModFHb |FHa (Rep(G)) ≕ Rep(G)FHb |FHa . Readers may check appendix B.13 to see the proof of the
following equivalence.
Proposition 4.6. Let G be a finite group and Ha , Hb ⊆ G be two subgroups of G. Then the category
Rep(G)FHb |FHa is equivalent to the equivariantization (VecG/Ha )Hb .
The equivariantization process of the topological sector of states of a boundary phase is illustrated
in figure 5. Specifically, when Hb = G, the equivariantization is equivalent to Rep(Ha ).
(VecG/Ha )Hb ≃ Rep(G)FH

b

|FHa

Fun(VecG/Ha , VecG/Ha )G ≃ Rep(G)FHa |FHa

Figure 5:
Topological sector of states of a boundary phase. Remember that the equivariantization Fun(VecG/Ha , VecG/Ha )G is monoidally equivalent to Rep(G)FHa |FHa , while (VecG/Ha )Hb is equivalent to Rep(G)FHb |FHa . The former equivariantization is the underlying category of the 1d bulk
Z1 (Rep(G))
Rep(G)FHa |FHa , where the Hamiltonian breaks symmetry G to Ha spontaneously, while the latter
equivariantization corresponds to an explicitly broken on the boundary Rep(G)F |F Rep(G)FHb |FHa .
Hb

Hb

It turns out that the observables of a 1d bulk phase with symmetry Ha ⊆ G with its boundary
conditions that preserve a subgroup Hb form the enriched category
Rep(G)FHb |FHb

Rep(G)FHb |FHa .

(4.3)

Thus we have proved the following physical theorem:
Theoremph 4.7. The Hb -symmetric boundary conditions of the 1d bulk phase
forms an enriched category Rep(G)F |F Rep(G)FHb |FHa .
Hb

Z1 (Rep(G))

Rep(G)FHa |FHa

Hb

3 Indeed, if we choose the boundary on the left side of the bulk, the
op
VecG/H . As a category it is equivalent to VecG/Ha , so we use VecG/Ha in
a
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category of boundaries should be the opposite category
order to simplify the notation.

We depict Hb - and Hc -symmetric boundary conditions of the 1d bulk in figure 6(b), and figure
6(a) is the corresponding 2d topological order Z1 (Rep(G)) with 1d boundaries before topological Wick
rotation.

Rep(G)FH

Z1 (Rep(G))

|F
b Hb

Rep(G)FHc |FHc
Rep(G)FH

b

Rep(G)FH

|F
b Ha

Rep(G)FHa |FHa

|FH

b

Rep(G)FH

b

Rep(G)FHc |FHc

|FHa

Rep(G)FHa |FHc

Z1 (Rep(G))

Rep(G)FHa |FHc

Rep(G)FHa |FHa

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: (a) depicts the 2d topological order Z1 (Rep(G)) with three boundaries., the invertible domain
wall between Rep(G)FHb |FHb and Rep(G)FHa |FHa is given by Rep(G)FHb ⊠Rep(G) Rep(G)FHa ≃ Rep(G)FHb |FHa .
After topological Wick rotation, we get the categorical description of the 1d bulk phase with two
boundaries on each side that breaks to Hb and Hc respectively, as depicted in (b).

Remark 4.8. The boundary-bulk relation holds for each of the boundary phases:


Z0 Rep(G)F |F Rep(G)FHb |FHc ≃ Z1 (Rep(G))Rep(G)FHc |FHc .
Hb

Hb

See [KYZZ21, section 4.3] for the definition of the E0 -center of an enriched category and the proof of
the above equivalence.
♦

4.2 Domain walls
One can also think of a domain wall that connects two 1d gapped phases which break to two different
subgroups Ha and Hb respectively. For an invertible domain wall between Z1 (Rep(G))Rep(G)FHa |FHa and
Z1 (Rep(G))
Rep(G)FHb |FHb , we choose a canonical Hamiltonian constructed as
H=

X
i<0

where Zi,i−1
≔
Ha

|H|
|G|

P

d
ρ∈G/H

i
(1 − XH
)+
a

X
i<0

(1 − Zi,i−1
)+
Ha

X
i≥0

i
(1 − XH
)+
b

†
Eiρ (Ei−1
ρ ) . The ground state is |ψxa ,xb i ≔ (

E0ρ

M0g

N

X
i≥0

i<0

),
(1 − Zi,i+1
Hb

√1
|Ha |

P

g∈xa |gii )⊗(

(4.4)
N

i≥0

√1
|Hb |

P

g∈xb |gii ),

∀xa ∈ G/Ha , xb ∈ G/Hb . For the bulks on both sides,
and
are partially condensed on the domain
wall, but this would not generate ”local” operators anymore since the 1d Hilbert space extends to
infinity on both sides. So the categorical symmetry is still Z1 (Rep(G)) as in the bulk cases.
In order to find the underlying category, it is also straightforward to use the equivariantization
technique. For (4.4), the bulk excitations without symmetry on each side is Fun(VecG/Ha , VecG/Ha ) and
Fun(VecG/Hb , VecG/Hb ). And Fun(VecG/Ha , VecG/Hb ) is the 0d invertible domain wall between them. There
are na × nb = |G|/|Ha| × |G|/|Hb| simple topological sectors of state {Rx,y }x∈G/Ha ,y∈G/Hb generated by the
ground state |ψxa ,xb i. Moreover, we have the following fusion rules:
Rx,y ⊗ Tz,w = δ y,z Rx,w ,

T̃x,y ⊗ Rz,w = δ y,z Rx,w ,

∀x ∈ G/Ha , y, z, w ∈ G/Hb ,

∀x, y, z ∈ G/Ha , w ∈ G/Hb .

These fusion rules endow the category Fun(VecG/Ha , VecG/Hb ) with a structure of Fun(VecG/Ha , VecG/Ha )Fun(VecG/Hb , VecG/Hb )-bimodule.
Now we view (4.4) as a system with G-symmetry, The G action on Fun(VecG/Ha , VecG/Ha ) is induced
by the G action on states:
U(g)|ψxa ,xb i = |ψ gxa ,gxb i
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xa ∈ G/Ha , xb ∈ G/Hb .

Or in other words:
g(Rx,y ) = R gx,gy
Thus, the G-symmetric topological sectors of states of the domain wall is equivalent to the equivariantization Fun(VecG/Ha , VecG/Hb )G , which is equivalent to Rep(G)FHb |FHa , as illustrated in figure 7
Fun(VecG/Ha , VecG/Hb )G ≃ Rep(G)FHa |FH

b

Fun(VecG/Hb , VecG/Hb )G

Fun(VecG/Ha , VecG/Ha )G

Figure 7: Topological sector of states of an invertible domain wall.
So the invertible domain walls between two 1d gapped phases Z1 (Rep(G))Rep(G)FHa |FHa and Z1 (Rep(G))Rep(G)FHb |FHb
form an enriched category
Z1 (Rep(G))
Rep(G)FHa |FHb ,
which is in accordance with the mathematical result as an an invertible bimodule.
We also depict the topological Wick rotation process of this invertible domain wall in the following
figure. We can easily check that when two phases across the domain wall are the same, i.e. when
H = Ha = Hb , the domain wall Z1 (Rep(G))Rep(G)FH |FH just disappears in the bulk, namely, it becomes a
trivial domain wall.

Z1 (Rep(G))
Z1 (Rep(G))

Rep(G)FHa |FH

b

Rep(G)FHa |FHa

Rep(G)FHa |FH

b

Rep(G)FH

b

Z1 (Rep(G))

Rep(G)FHa |FHa

|FH

b

Z1 (Rep(G))

Rep(G)FH

b

|FH

b

Remark 4.9. One can check that the boundary-bulk relations holds by the ‘folding trick’ [KZ22a]:


Z0 (Z1 (Rep(G))Rep(G)FHa |FHb ) ≃ Z1 (Rep(G)) ⊠ Z1 (Rep(G)) Rep(G)FHa |FHa ⊠ Rep(G)rev
FH |FH .
b

b

♦

Remark 4.10. Except for the invertible domain walls, there are other kinds of domain walls controlled
by H ⊆ G as depicted in the following figure (see the dashed frame part).

Z1 (Rep(G))

Z1 (Rep(H))

Z1 (Rep(G))

For example, if we pick H = {e}, and Z1 (Rep(H)) = Vec, that means we just piece together two of the
boundaries. This domain wall is also a bimodule of the bulk categories:
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Rep(G)FHa |FHa

F
Rep(G)FHc |FHRep(G)
a

Hl |FHl

Z1 (Rep(G))

l

Z1 (Rep(G))

Rep(G)FHc |FHc
Domain wall:

Rep(G)FH |FHm
Rep(G)FHm |FHm

Rep(G)FHa |FHa ⊠ Rep(G)FH |FH
l

l

Rep(G)FHc |FHa ⊠ Rep(G)FH |FHm
l

♦

5 Conclusion and outlook
In this work, we have shown the capability of enriched fusion categories in describing 1d gapped
phases with abelian onsite symmetries, but it is just a tip of the iceberg. The immediate follow-up
is to check that the 1d gapped phases with onsite non-abelian symmetries and non-trivial 2-cocycles
also satisfy Theoremph 1.4. In fact, as the equivariantization technique in section 2 does not depend on
symmetry G abelian or not, the only difficulty remains is to check the topological sector of operators,
namely, to see the non-local operators in a system of a general onsite symmetry G also form Z1 (Rep(G)).
Boundaries with non-tivial 2-cocycles can also be readlily solved after that.
An obvious question left in this paper is that: can we also use equivariantization to find the
categorical symmetry B? We believe it is possible, since the principle of equivariantization is to find
the categorical description of a topological order after imposing symmetry. So to recover Z1 (Rep(G))
might be to equivariantize the 2d braided fusion category Vec in a non-trivial way.
One can also think of the fermionic cases, the starting point might be to think of the fermion
condensation[WW17] in 2d topological order Z1 (Rep(G, z)) = Z1 (Rep(G)) (z ∈ G is the fermion parity).
Different from the bosonic cases, an interchange between two topological excitations should have a
non-trivial phase factor −1.
Besides, the intuition of topological Wick rotation may be expanded to other kinds of symmetries,
which should provide additional 1d gapped phases after topological Wick rotation (e.g. think of
replacing the bulk phase of figure 1 by the Levin-Wen model [LW05, KK12]). One can also start another
way around, to first pick a special lattice model like the Haldane chain or AKLT model [Hal83, AKLT87],
then try to find the categorical descriptions of their phases. The topological Wick rotation approach is
also valid in higher dimensions and may be used in describing higher dimensional lattice models.
Except for giving the categorical descriptions of theses lattice models, there are other mysterious
things to be explored. For example, why the onsite symmetry can be viewed as a local quantum symmetry? How to understand the ‘boundary-bulk relation’ between the topological sectors of operators
and the states after the topological Wick rotation? And how to interpret the ‘braidings’ of operators
in spacetime...? Behind all these things, the deepest question might be, why these physical phases can
be performed in such neat and beautiful structures. For the adventurers, there is still a continent to be
discovered.

Appendices
A

Pointed braided fusion categories

A.1 Pointed braided fusion categories and pre-metric groups
In this section we briefly review the relation between pointed braided fusion categories and pre-metric
groups.
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Definition A.1. Let C be a fusion category. An object x ∈ C is called invertible if it is invertible under
the tensor product, i.e. there exists an object y ∈ C such that x ⊗ y ≃ 1 ≃ y ⊗ x. We say C is pointed if
every simple object in C is invertible.

Definition A.2. Let G be an abelian group. A quadratic form on G is a map q : G → C× such that
q(g) = q(g−1 ) and the symmetric function b : G × G → C× defined by
b(g, h) ≔

q(gh)
q(g)q(h)

is a bicharacter, i.e., b(g1 g2 , h) = b(g1 , h)b(g2 , h) for all g1 , g2 , h ∈ G. The symmetric bicharacter b is called
the associated bicharacter of q. We say q is nondegenerate if b is, i.e., b(g, h) = 1 for all h ∈ G if and only if
g = e is the unit.
A pre-metric group is a finite abelian group G equipped with a quadratic form q. If q is nondegenerate,
then (G, q) is called a metric group.

Let C be a pointed braided fusion category. Then isomorphism classes of simple objects of C form
a finite abelian group under the tensor product, denoted by G. In other words, C ≃ VecG as categories.
For g ∈ G, define
q(g) ≔ cx,x ∈ AutC (x ⊗ x) ≃ C× ,
where x is a simple object of C whose isomorphism class is g. It follows from the pentagon and hexagon
equations that q is a quadratic form. The associated bicharacter of q is equal to the double braiding:
b(g, h) = c y,x ◦ cx,y ∈ AutC (x ⊗ y) ≃ C× ,

(A.1)

where x and y are simple objects of C whose isomorphism classes are g and h, respectively. We call
(G, q) the associated pre-metric group of C.
Conversely, there is a mathematical theorem [JS93, DGNO10] states that two pointed braided
fusion categories are equivalent if and only if their associated pre-metric groups are isomorphic. In
other words, for any pre-metric group (G, q) there exists a unique (up to equivalence) pointed braided
fusion category, denoted by C(G, q), such that its associated pre-metric group is isomorphic to (G, q).
Clearly the pointed braided fusion category C(G, q) is nondegenerate if and only if the pre-metric group
(G, q) is nondegenerate, i.e., (G, q) is a metric group.
Moreover, since C(G, q) is pseudo-unitary, there is a unique spherical structure on C(G, q) such that
the quantum dimension of every simple object is 1 [ENO05]. Then C(G, q) is a pre-modular category
with this spherical structure, and it is modular if and only if (G, q) is a metric group. Its S matrix is
given by
S g,h = b(g, h−1 ) = b(g, h−1),
and the T matrix is given by
T g = q(g).
Example A.3. Let G be a finite abelian group. Then the Drinfeld center Z1 (Rep(G)) ≃ Z1 (VecG ) is a
nondegenerate pointed braided fusion category and the associated metric group is (G × Ĝ, q), where
Ĝ is the dual group of G and the quadratic form q is defined by q(g, ρ) ≔ ρ(g). We use {O(g,ρ) } g∈G,ρ∈Ĝ
to denote a representative of isomorphism classes of simple objects of Z1 (Rep(G)). Then the double
braiding of two simple objects O(g,ρ) and O(h,σ) , by (A.1), is equal to ρ(h)σ(g).
q

A.2 Condensable algebras in pointed braided fusion categories
In this section we briefly review the classification of condensable algebras (in particular, Lagrangian
algebras) in pointed braided fusion categories.
Definition A.4. Let C be a braided fusion category and A = (A, µ, η) be an algebra in C. Then
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(a) A is separable if there exists an (A, A)-bimodule map e : A → A ⊗ A such that µ ◦ e = idA ;
(b) A is connected if dim HomC (1, A) = 1;
(c) A is commutative if µ ◦ cA,A = µ.
A condensable algebra is a commutative connected separable algebra. Moreover, a Lagrangian algebra in a
nondegenerate braided fusion category C is a condensable algebra A such that FPdim(A)2 = FPdim(C),
or equivalently, the category C0A of local right A-modules in C is equivalent to Vec.

Definition A.5. Let (G, q) be a pre-metric group. The associated bicharacter of q is denoted by b. For
any subgroup H ⊆ G, define the orthogonal complement of H as
H⊥ ≔ {g ∈ G | b(g, h) = 1, ∀h ∈ H}.
We say a subgroup H ⊆ G is isotropic if q(h) = 1 for all h ∈ H. It follows that an isotropic subgroup
H satisfies H ⊆ H⊥ . A Lagrangian subgroup of a metric group is an isotropic subgroup H such that
H = H⊥ .

Theorem A.6 ([DGNO10, DMNO13, FSV13, DS18]). Let (G, q) be a pre-metric group and A be a condensable algebra in C(G, q).
(1) Suppose {C g } g∈G is a representative of isomorphism classes of simple objects of C(G, q). Then
dim HomC(G,q) (C g , A) is either 0 or 1.
(2) Define the support of A to be the set
Supp A ≔ {g ∈ G | dim HomC(G,q) (C g , A) = 1}.
Then the support Supp A is an isotropic subgroup of (G, q).
(3) For any isotropic subgroup H of (G, q), there exists a unique (up to isomorphism) condensable
algebra AH in C(G, q) such that Supp AH = H. In other words, there is a one-to-one correspondence
between isomorphism classes of condensable
algebras in C(G, q) and isotropic subgroups of
L
(G, q). As an object AH is isomorphic to h∈H Ch , and the multiplication is induced by the group
multiplication:
A⊗A≃

M
g∈H

L
 M  M
δ gh,k M
Ck = A.
C g ⊗ Ch −−−−−→
Ch =
Cg ⊗
g,h∈H

h∈H

k∈H

(4) For any isotropic subgroup H ⊆ G, the braided fusion category C(G, q)0AH of local right AH modules is pointed, and the associated pre-metric group is the quotient group H⊥ /H equipped
with the quadratic form q̄([g]) ≔ q(g). In particular, there is a one-to-one correspondence between
isomorphism classes of Lagrangian algebras in C(G, q) and Lagrangian subgroups of (G, q).
Example A.7. Let G be a finite abelian group. Recall example A.3 that the metric group associated to
d
Z1 (Rep(G)) ≃ Z1 (VecG ) is (G × Ĝ, q) where q(g, ρ) = ρ(g). For any subgroup H ⊆ G, the dual group G/H
d is clearly a Lagrangian subgroup of (G × Ĝ, q). We denote the
naturally embeds into Ĝ and H × G/H
corresponding Lagrangian algebra by A(H) ∈ Z1 (Rep(G)).
More generally, suppose H ⊆ G is a subgroup and τ : H × H → C× is an anti-symmetric bicharacter,
i.e. a bicharacter satisfying τ(h, h) = 1 for all h ∈ H. Then
S(H, τ) ≔ {(h, ρ) ∈ G × Ĝ | h ∈ H, ρ(k) = τ(h, k), ∀k ∈ H}
is a Lagrangian subgroup of (G × Ĝ, q). Conversely, it is not hard to see that every Lagrangian subgroup
of (G × Ĝ, q) is equal to S(H, τ) for some subgroup H ⊆ G and anti-symmetric bicharacter τ.
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For any finite abelian group H and 2-cocycle ω ∈ Z2 (H; U(1)), one can verify that
H × H → C×
ω(g, h)
(g, h) 7→
ω(h, g)
defines an anti-symmetric bicharacter on H. Also, this anti-symmetric bicharacter only depends on
the cohomology class of ω. Thus we have a group homomorphism from H2 (H; U(1)) to the group
of anti-symmetric bicharacters on H. It is well-known that this group homomorphism is indeed an
isomorphism.
As a conclusion, there is a one-to-one correspondence between isomorphism classes of Lagrangian
algebras in Z1 (Rep(G)) ≃ Z1 (VecG ) and pairs (H, [ω]), where H ⊆ G is a subgroup and [ω] ∈ H2 (H; U(1))
is a 2-cohomology class. This coincides with the general classification result in [Dav10b].
q

B Equivariantization
In this appendix we briefly review the notion of equivariantization and prove Proposition 3.9.

B.1

Group actions on categories and equivariantization

Let C be a category. The autoequivalences of C and natural isomorphisms between them form a
monoidal category, denoted by Aut(C). An action of a group G on C is defined to be a monoidal functor
T : G → Aut(C), where G is viewed as a monoidal category with only identity morphisms.
More precisely, by the definition of a monoidal functor, a G-action on C consists of a set of equivalences {T g : C → C} g∈G and a set of natural isomorphisms {γ g,h : T g ◦ Th ⇒ T gh } g,h∈G , such that the
following diagram commutes:
T g (Th Tk )

(T g Th )Tk
γ g,h 1

1γh,k



T gh Tk

γ gh,k

+3 T ghk ks

γ g,hk


T g Thk

Remark B.1. If C is a monoidal category, a monoidal action of a group G on C is a monoidal functor from
G to the monoidal category Aut⊗ (C) of monoidal autoequivalences of C. If C is a braided monoidal
category, a braided action of a group G on C is a monoidal functor from G to the monoidal category
Autbr (C) of braided monoidal autoequivalences of C .
♦
Definition B.2. Let G be a group and C be a category equipped with a G-action. The equivariantization
CG of C is the category consisting of the following data:
• The objects of CG are pairs (x, {u g} g∈G ), where x ∈ C and u g : T g (x) → x is an isomorphism such
that the following diagram commutes:
T g Th (x)

(γ g,h )x

/ T gh (x)
ugh

T g (uh )


T g (x)

ug

(B.1)


/x

• A morphism f : (x, {u g } g∈G ) → (y, {v g} g∈G ) is a morphism f : x → y in C such that the following
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diagram following commutes:
Tg ( f )

T g (x)

/ T g (y)

ug

vg


x

f


/y



There is an obvious forgetful functor CG → C defined by (x, {u g} g∈G ) 7→ x.
Remark B.3. Let G be a group. If C is a (braided) monoidal category equipped with a (braided)
monoidal G-action, then the equivariantization CG is also a (braided) monoidal category and the
forgetful functor CG → C is also a (braided) monoidal functor.
♦
Example B.4. Let G be a group. Consider the trivial G-action on the category Vec of finite-dimensional
vector spaces. More precisely, all functors T g are identity functors and all natural transformations
γ g,h are identity natural transformations. Then an object (V, {v g} g∈G ) is a finite-dimensional vector
space V equipped with linear isomorphisms v g : V → V such that v gh = v g ◦ vh . In other words,
(V, {v g} g∈G ) is a finite-dimensional G-representation. Similarly one can verify that morphisms between
equivariant objects are homomorphisms between G-representations. Hence the equivariantization VecG
is equivalent to the symmetric monoidal category Rep(G) of finite-dimensional G-representations, and
the forgetful functor Rep(G) ≃ VecG → Vec is the usual forgetful functor.
q

B.2

The proof of Proposition 3.9

Here we give a proof of Proposition 3.9. To be precise, we reformulate the proposition as follows.
Let G be a (not necessarily abelian) finite group and H ⊆ G be a subgroup. We equip the quotient
set G/H with the left translation G-action: (g, x) 7→ gx for g ∈ G and x ∈ G/H. It induces a G-action on
the function algebra FH ≔ Fun(G/H):
(g · f )(x) ≔ f (g−1 x),

g ∈ G, f ∈ FH , x ∈ G/H.

If we choose a basis {δx }x∈G/H of FH consisting of delta functions
δx (y) ≔ δx,y ,

x, y ∈ G/H,

then the G-action on FH is given by g · δx = δ gx . Moreover, this G-action is compatible with the algebra
structure so that Fun(G/H) is a condensable algebra in Rep(G).
This G-action also induces a G-action on the category VecG/H of finite-dimensional G/H-graded
vector spaces:
T g (V)x ≔ V g−1 x , g ∈ G, x ∈ G/H, V ∈ VecG/H .
It induces a monoidal G-action on the multi-fusion category Fun(VecG/H , VecG/H ) defined by conjugation:
g · F ≔ T g ◦ F ◦ T g−1 , g ∈ G, F ∈ Fun(VecG/H , VecG/H ).
Also we know that Fun(VecG/H , VecG/H ) is monoidally equivalent to the multi-fusion category Matn (Vec)
of n-by-n matrices valued in Vec, where n ≔ |G|/|H|. An object in Matn (Vec) is a finite-dimensional
bi-graded vector space
M
V=
Vx,y .
x,y∈G/H

The tensor product in Matn (Vec) is defined by
(V ⊗ W)x,y =

M

z∈G/H
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Vx,z ⊗ Wz,y .

Under the monoidal equivalence Fun(VecG/H , VecG/H ) ≃ Matn (Vec), the monoidal G-action on Matn (Vec)
is given by
g(V)x,y = V g−1 x,g−1 y , g ∈ G, x, y ∈ G/H, V ∈ Matn (Vec).
More generally, let K ⊆ G be another subgroup. Then there is also a conjugation G-action on the finite
semisimple category Fun(VecG/H , VecG/K ). Under the equivalence Fun(VecG/H , VecG/K ) ≃ Matn×m (Vec)
(where m ≔ |G|/|K|), the G-action is given by
g(V)x,y = V g−1 x,g−1 y ,

g ∈ G, x ∈ G/K, y ∈ G/H, V ∈ Matn×m (Vec).

Proposition B.5. The category BModFK |FH (Rep(G)) is equivalent to Fun(VecG/H , VecG/K )G . When K = H,
this is an equivalence of fusion categories.
The main idea is to show that both two categories are equivalent to the third one.
Definition B.6. Let G be a group and X be a set equipped with a left G-action. The action groupoid
G(X, G) is defined by the following data:
• ob(G(X, G)) ≔ X.
• HomG(X,G) (x, y) ≔ {g ∈ G | g · x = y} for x, y ∈ X.
• The composition and identity morphisms are induced by the multiplication and unit of G.



Let G be a finite groupoid, i.e., a groupoid with finitely many objects and morphisms. Recall that
a finite-dimensional G-representation is a functor F : G → Vec. More precisely, a finite-dimensional Grepresentation is a collection {F(x) ∈ Vec}x∈G of finite-dimensional vector spaces, together with linear isomorphisms F( f ) : F(x) → F(y) labeled by morphisms f : x → y in G, such that F(g) ◦F( f ) = F(g ◦ f ) whenever the composition of morphisms f, g in G can be defined. All finite-dimensional G-representations
and natural transformations between them form a finite semisimple category Rep(G).
Example B.7. Consider the action groupoid G(G/K × G/H, G), where G acts on G/K × G/H diagonally:
g · (x, y) ≔ (gx, gy). Then a finite-dimensional G(G/K × G/H, G)-representation F is equivalent to a
collection of the following data:
• finite-dimensional vector spaces {F(x, y) ∈ Vec}x∈G/K,y∈G/H ;
• linear isomorphisms F(g, x, y) : F(x, y) → F(gx, gy), such that the following equation holds for
every x ∈ G/K, y ∈ G/H and g, h ∈ G:


F(h,x,y)
F(g,hx,hy)
F(x, y) −−−−−→ F(hx, hy) −−−−−−→ F(ghx, ghy) = F(gh, x, y).

q

Remark B.8. The connected components of G(G/K × G/H, G) are one-to-one corresponds to double
cosets in K\G/H. In particular, if G is a finite abelian group and K = H, the category Rep(G(G/H ×
G/H, G)) is equivalent to the direct sum of n = |G|/|H| copies of Rep(H). A simple object F ∈ Rep(G(G/H×
G/H, G)) only supports on a single connected component and every nonzero F(x, y) is an irreducible
H-representation. In other words, the simple objects are labeled by pairs (x, ρ) where x ∈ G/H and
ρ ∈ Ĥ. More precisely, a simple object M(x,ρ) corresponding to (x, ρ) is the induced representation
IndG
H (ρ) equipped with the G/H × G/H-grading

G


(IndH (ρ))z , y = xz,
(M(x,ρ) ) y,z = 

0,
otherwise,
which is determined by x.

♦
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Lemma B.9. The category BModFK |FH (Rep(G)) is equivalent to Rep(G(G/K × G/H, G)) as categories.
Proof. By definition, an (FK ,FH )-bimodule M ∈ BModFK |FH (Rep(G)) in Rep(G) is nothing but
• an (FK ,FH )-bimodule M ∈ BModFK |FH (Vec) in Vec,
• equipped with a G-action, such that the left FK - and right FH -actions on M are G-equivariant, i.e.,
(g · a) ⊲ (g · m) ⊳ (g · b) = g · (a ⊲ m ⊳ b)

(B.2)

for all g ∈ G, m ∈ M and a ∈ FK , b ∈ FH .
Since FH and FK are semisimple algebras, a bimodule M ∈ BModFK |FH (Vec) can be decomposed as
M
M=
Mx,y ,
x∈G/K
y∈G/H

where Mx,y ≔ δx ⊲ M ⊳ δ y . Taking an element m ∈ Mx,y , the condition (B.2) implies that
δ gz ⊲ (g · m) ⊳ δ gw = (g · δz ) ⊲ (g · m) ⊳ (g · δw ) = g · (δz ⊲ m ⊳ δw ) = δx,z δ y,w (g · m).
Thus g · m ∈ M gx,gy . Hence an (FK ,FH )-bimodule M ∈ BModFK |FH (Rep(G)) in Rep(G) is equivalent to a
collection of the following data:
• finite-dimensional vector spaces {Mx,y }x∈G/K,y∈G/H ;
• linear isomorphism ρ g,x,y : Mx,y → M gx,gy , such that the following equation holds for every x ∈
G/K, y ∈ G/H and g, h ∈ G:


ρh,x,y
ρ g,hx,hy
Mx,y −−−→ Mhx,hy −−−−→ M ghx,ghy = ρ gh,x,y .

By comparing with example B.7 the lemma is proved.



Lemma B.10. The equivariantization Fun(VecG/H , VecG/K )G is equivalent to Rep(G(G/K × G/H, G)) as
categories.
Proof. An object in the equivariantization Fun(VecG/H , VecG/K )G is a pair (V, {v g} g∈G ), where V is an object
in Fun(VecG/H , VecG/K ) ≃ Matn×m (Vec) and v g : g(V) → V is an isomorphism such that the diagram (B.1)
commutes. By taking the (x, y)-component for x ∈ G/K and y ∈ G/H, we get the following commutative
diagram:
V(gh)−1 x,(gh)−1 y
Vh−1 g−1 x,h−1 g−1 y
g(vh )x,y =(vh )g−1 x,g−1 y

(v gh )x,y



V g−1 x,g−1 y

(v g )x,y

By comparing with example B.7 the lemma is proved.



/ Vx,y


Now we give the proof.
Proof of Proposition B.5. By Lemma B.9 and B.10 we see that BModFK |FH (Rep(G)) is equivalent to the
equivariantization Fun(VecG/H , VecG/K )G as categories. It suffices to show that this equivalence preserves the tensor product when K = H.
First we consider the tensor product of BModFH |FH (Rep(G)) (i.e., the relative tensor product ⊗FH ).
Since FH is a special Frobenius algebra with ∆(δx ) ≔ δx ⊗ δx and ε(δx ) = 1 for x ∈ G/H, the relative
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tensor product M ⊗FH N of two bimodules M, N ∈ BModFH |FH (Rep(G)) is isomorphic to the image of the
following idempotent:
1⊗η⊗1

µRM ⊗µLN

1⊗∆⊗1

M ⊗ N −−−−→ M ⊗ FH ⊗ N −−−−→ M ⊗ FH ⊗ FH ⊗ N −−−−−→ M ⊗ N,
where µRM and µLN are right FH -action on M and left FH -action on N, respectively. This idempotent maps
m ⊗ n ∈ M ⊗ N to
X
(m ⊳ δx ) ⊗ (δx ⊲ n).
x∈G/H

Therefore, we have
(M ⊗FH N)x,y =

M

z∈G/H

Mx,z ⊗ Nz,y ,

x, y ∈ G/H.

The G-action on M⊗FH N is induced from that of M⊗N, i.e., the diagonal action g·(m⊗n) ≔ (g·m)⊗(g·n).
On the other hand, the tensor product (V, {v g} g∈G ) ⊗ (W, {w g } g∈G ) in Fun(VecG/H , VecG/H )G is given by
the object V ⊗ W ∈ Fun(VecG/H , VecG/H ) ≃ Matn (Vec) equipped with the G-action {v g ⊗ w g } g∈G . This
G-action on the (x, y)-component is
(g(V ⊗ W))x,y =

M

z∈G/H

L

(v g )x,z ⊗(w g )z,y

V g−1 x,g−1 z ⊗ W g−1 z,g−1 y −
−−−−−−−−−−−
→

M

z∈G/H

Vx,z ⊗ Wz,y = (V ⊗ W)x,y .

Hence the tensor product of Fun(VecG/H , VecG/H )G coincides with that of BModFH |FH (Rep(G)). This
completes the proof.

Remark B.11. When K = H = G, the algebra FG = Fun(G/G) = C is trivial and Proposition B.5 recovers
example B.4. When K = H = {e}, the algebra F{e} = Fun(G) and BModF{e} |F{e} (Rep(G)) ≃ VecG as fusion
categories. Thus in this case Proposition B.5 simply says that Fun(VecG , VecG )G ≃ VecG as fusion
categories.
♦
Remark B.12. The representation category Rep(G) of a finite groupoid G is naturally a multi-fusion
category. However, the “natural” monoidal structure on Rep(G(G/H × G/H, G)) does not coincide with
those of BModFH |FH (Rep(G)) and Fun(VecG/H , VecG/H )G .
♦
Remark B.13. Consider the action groupoid G(G/K, H), where H acts on G/K by left translation. There
is an equivalence of action groupoids G(G/K, H) ≃ G(G/K × G/H, G) defined by x 7→ (x, H). It is
straightforward to check that the equivariantization VecH
G/K is equivalent to Rep(G(G/K, H)), and hence
equivalent to BModFK |FH (Rep(G)).
♦

C

Enriched categories

In this appendix we give some examples of enriched (fusion) categories.
Let C be a fusion category. By the so-called canonical construction [Kel69], every finite semisimple
left C-module M can be promoted to a C-enriched category CM:
• The objects in CM are objects in M;
• The hom space HomCM (x, y) for x, y ∈ M is the internal hom [x, y], which is defined by
HomC (a, [x, y]) ≃ HomM (a ⊙ x, y),

∀a ∈ C, x, y ∈ M.

(C.1)

• The identity morphisms 1C → [x, x] and composition of morphisms [y, z] ⊗ [x, y] → [x, z] are
induced by the universal property of the internal homs.
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Moreover, if C is braided and M is a fusion left C-module defined by a braided functor φ : C → Z1 (M),
then the canonical construction CM is a C-enriched fusion category [MP17, KZ20a].
Example C.1. Let C be a fusion category and A, B ∈ C be separable algebras. Then BModA|B (C) is a
finite semisimple left BModA|A (C)-module with the module action defined by
X ⊙ M ≔ X ⊗A M,

X ∈ BModA|A (C), M ∈ BModA|B (C).

It induces an enriched category BModA|A (C)BModA|B (C) by the canonical construction. The internal hom
(i.e., the hom space) [M, N] ∈ BModA|A (C) for M, N ∈ BModA|B (C) is given by
[M, N] = (M ⊗B NR )L ,

(C.2)

where both the left and right duals are taken in C. In the case A = 1, this result first appeared in [EO04,
example 3.19] (see also [KZ18a, Lemma 2.1.6] for a proof, which applies to our general case). Similarly,
BModA|B (C) is a finite semisimple right BModB|B (C)-module and can be viewed as a finite semsimple
rev
left BModrev
B|B (C)-module. The internal hom [M, N] ∈ BModB|B for M, N ∈ BModA|B (C) is given by
[M, N] = (NL ⊗A M)R ,
where both the left and right duals are taken in C.

q

Example C.2. Let G be a finite group and H, K ⊆ G be subgroups. By taking C = Rep(G), A = FH and
B = FK in example C.1, we get an enriched category BModF |F (Rep(G))BModFH |FK (Rep(G)). Let us compute
the internal hom [M, N] ∈ BModFH |FH (Rep(G)) for M, N ∈ BModFH |FK (Rep(G)).
By (C.2), we have [M, N] = (M ⊗FK NR )L . The right dual NR of N in Rep(G) is given by the dual
representation N∗ , which is automatically bi-graded:
M
M
N∗ =
(N∗ )x,y ≃
(N y,x )∗ .
H

x∈G/K
y∈G/H

H

x∈G/K
y∈G/H

L

The left FK -action on NR is induced by this G/K-grading, i.e., δx acts as a projector onto y∈G/H (N∗ )x,y
for every x ∈ G/K. The relative tensor product ⊗FK has been computed in the proof of Proposition B.5.
We have
M
M
Mx,z ⊗ (N∗ )z,y ≃
Mx,z ⊗ (N y,z )∗ , x, y ∈ G/H.
(M ⊗FK NR )x,y ≃
z∈G/K

z∈G/K

Then by taking the left dual we have
M
M M
[M, N] =
[M, N]x,y ≃
Nx,z ⊗ (M y,z )∗
x,y∈G/H

x,y∈G/H z∈G/K

equipped with the diagonal G-action on each direct summand.

q

Example C.3. Let us consider the special case that K = G in example C.2. Then BModFH |FG (Rep(G)) =
LModFH (Rep(G)) is equivalent to Rep(H), and the equivalence Rep(H) → LModFH (Rep(G)) is given by
the induced representation IndG
H . Thus for two irreducible representations ρ, σ ∈ Rep(H), their internal
hom in BModFH |FH (Rep(G)) is
G ∗
[ρ, σ] = IndG
H (σ) ⊗ IndH (ρ )
equipped with the product G/H × G/H-grading of the G/H-gradings on induced representations. By
comparing with remark B.8, we see that
M
[ρ, σ] =
M(x,σρ−1 ) .
q
x∈G/H
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Example C.4. Let C be a fusion category and M, N be finite semisimple left C-modules. Then the
category FunC (M, N) of left C-module functors is also finite semisimple [ENO05, EO04] and admits a
left Z1 (C)-module structure:
(x, γ−,x ) ⊙ F ≔ x ⊙ F(−),

(x, γ−,x) ∈ Z1 (C), F ∈ FunC (M, N).

The internal hom [F, G]Z1 (C) of F, G ∈ FunC (M, N) in Z1 (C) is the end
Z
[F(m), G(m)]C ∈ C
m∈M

equipped with a canonical half-braiding induced by changing the variable in ends, where [F(m), G(m)]C
is the internal hom in C (see [DKR15, Proposition 3.5] for more details). It induces an enriched category
Z1 (C)
FunC (M, N) by the canonical construction. If M = RModA (C) and N = RModB (C) where A, B ∈ C
are separable algebras, then the functor category FunC (M, N) is equivalent to BModA|B (C).
In particular, when N = M, the functor category FunC (M, M) is a multi-fusion category [ENO05],
which is monoidally equivalent to BModA|A (C)rev if M = RModA (C). The above Z1 (C)-module structure
can be induced from a central functor Z1 (C) → FunC (M, M) called the α-induction. Moreover, the central
structure Z1 (C) → Z1 (FunC (M, M)) is a braided equivalence [EO04]. It follows that Z1 (C)FunC (M, M) is an
enriched fusion category whose E1 -center is trivial [KYZZ21, Corollary 5.29]. Indeed, it is the E0 -center
of the enriched category CM [KYZZ21, Corollary 4.41].
q
Example C.5. Let G be a finite abelian group and H ⊆ G be a subgroup. By taking C = Rep(G)
and B = A = FH in example C.4, we get an enriched category Z1 (Rep(G))BModFH |FH (Rep(G)) (indeed,
an enriched fusion category Z1 (Rep(G))BModFH |FH (Rep(G))). Let us compute the internal hom [M, N] in
Z1 (Rep(G)) for M, N ∈ BModFH |FH (Rep(G)). We do not use the result in example C.4, but compute the
internal hom by definition (C.1).
First we focus on the case that M = N = FH . The general cases are discussed later. Since FH is the
tensor unit of BModFH |FH (Rep(G)) and BModFH |FH (Rep(G)) is a closed left fusion Z1 (Rep(G))-module, the
internal hom [FH , FH ] ∈ Z1 (Rep(G)) is a Lagrangian algebra in Z1 (Rep(G)) [DMNO13]. Thus it suffices
to find its support (i.e., underlying object), which is a Lagrangian subgroup of (G × Ĝ, q) (see example
A.3 and A.7). Recall that the forgetful functor F : Z1 (Rep(G)) → Rep(G) is given by O(g,φ) 7→ φ, and the
half-braiding of O(g,φ) is given by
ψ(g)−1

βψ,(g,φ) : ψ ⊗ F(O(g,φ) ) = ψ ⊗ φ −−−−→ φ ⊗ ψ = F(O(g,φ) ) ⊗ ψ.
Let us recall some basic facts about FH . As an object in Rep(G),
M
FH = Fun(G/H) ≃
ψ,
d
ψ∈G/H

P
and this isomorphism (i.e., the Fourier transform) maps δx ∈ FH to ψ∈G/H
d ψ(x) · 1ψ . As an object in
BModFH |FH (Rep(G)), the tensor unit FH is described by the following data (see the proof of Lemma B.9):
• Each (FH )x,x = C (spanned by the delta function δx ) and (FH )x,y = 0 for x , y.
• The G-action C = (FH )x,x → (FH ) gx,gx = C is trivial for every g ∈ G and x ∈ G/H.
Now we consider the bimodule O(g,φ) ⊙ FH ∈ BModFH |FH (Rep(G)) for g ∈ G and φ ∈ Ĝ.
(a) As an object in Rep(G), O(g,φ) ⊙FH ∈ BModFH |FH (Rep(G)) is the tensor product φ⊗FH , which has the
same underlying vector space as FH (i.e., spanned by {δx }x∈G/H ) but equipped with the G-action
h · δx ≔ φ(h)δhx , h ∈ G, x ∈ G/H.
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(b) The right FH -action on O(g,φ) ⊙ FH is defined by
1⊗µ

(O(g,φ) ⊙ FH ) ⊗ FH = φ ⊗ FH ⊗ FH −−→ φ ⊗ FH = O(g,φ) ⊙ FH ,
where µ is the multiplication of FH . Thus we see the right FH -action on O(g,φ) ⊙ FH is given by
δx ⊳ δ y = δx,y δx .
(c) The left FH -action on O(g,φ) ⊙ FH is defined by
βFH ,(g,φ) ⊗1

1⊗µ

FH ⊗ (O(g,φ) ⊙ FH ) = FH ⊗ φ ⊗ FH −−−−−−−→ φ ⊙ FH ⊗ FH −−→ φ ⊗ FH = O(g,φ) ⊙ FH ,
where βFH ,(g,φ) is the half-braiding of O(g,φ) with FH :
βFH ,(g,φ) : FH ⊙ O(g,φ) =
Under the isomorphism FH ≃
X

d
ψ∈G/H

L

M

d
ψ∈G/H

d
ψ∈G/H

L

ψ(g)−1

ψ ⊗ φ −−−−−−−→

M

d
ψ∈G/H

φ ⊗ ψ = O(g,φ) ⊙ FH .

ψ, the half-braiding βFH ,(g,φ) maps δ y ⊗ 1φ ∈ FH ⊙ O(g,φ) to

ψ(g)−1ψ(y)1φ ⊗ 1ψ = 1φ ⊗

Thus the left FH -action on FH is given by

X

d
ψ∈G/H

ψ(g−1 y)1ψ = 1φ ⊗ δ g−1 y .

δ y ⊲ δx = δx,g−1 y δx = δ gx,y δx .
Therefore, the bimodule O(g,φ) ⊙ FH ∈ BModFH |FH (Rep(G)) is described by the following data:
• Each (O(g,φ) ⊙ FH ) gx,x = C and other components are zero.
• The G-action C = (O(g,φ) ⊙ FH ) gx,x → (O(g,φ) ⊙ FH )hgx,hx = C is given by φ(h) for g, h ∈ G and x ∈ G/H.
By the definition of internal homs (C.1) and Remark B.8, we have



C,
HomZ1 (Rep(G)) (O(g,φ) , [FH , FH ]) ≃ HomBModFH |FH (Rep(G)) (O(g,φ) ⊙ FH , FH ) ≃ 

0,

d
(g, φ) ∈ H ⊕ G/H,
otherwise.

Then by Schur’s lemma, we have

[FH , FH ] ≃

M

O(g,φ) .

d
(g,φ)∈H⊕G/H

d ⊂ G ⊕ Ĝ.
Hence the support of the Lagrangian algebra [FH , FH ] is the Lagrangian subgroup H ⊕ G/H
Now we discuss the general internal homs. By the basic properties of internal homs [Ost03] we
have
P ⊗ [FH , FH ] ⊗ QL ≃ [Q ⊙ FH , P ⊙ FH ]
for P, Q ∈ Z1 (Rep(G)). By the above calculation it is not hard to see that every bimodule M ∈
BModFH |FH (Rep(G)) is isomorphic to P ⊙ FH for some P ∈ Z1 (Rep(G)). Indeed, every simple bimodule M
is isomorphic to O(g,φ) ⊙ FH for some (g, φ) ∈ G × Ĝ. Then the internal hom [M, N] for simple bimodules
M, N ∈ BModFH |FH (Rep(G)) can be obtained explicitly by using the above formula, and the support of
d
this internal hom is a coset of the Lagrangian subgroup H ⊕ G/H.
q
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